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Slim Jim Phantom about the 
band's first album in 26 years

Audiophony Mojo 500 Line worth 650 EURCOMPETITION
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WIRELESS MICROPHONE

ELECTRO-VOICE RE3
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A flexible 
wireless  

solution 
RE3 is a new wireless system from Electro-Voice 

 that looks likely to revolutionize the market. 
The system works not only with handheld microphones,  

but also with bodypack for instruments. The focus of the 
manufacturers was practical use and road worthiness.  

We tested the system for our readers.
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T he predecessor, the RE2 wireless system from 
Electro-Voice, has already enjoyed a great reputati-
on for some years now. At NAMM in Anaheim, the 

world's largest music trade show, the US manufacturer re-
cently introduced the successor version, raising the bar even 
higher. According to the manufacturer's own information, the 
RE3 is a UHF wireless microphone system that delivers 
„world-class sound quality, flexibility and ease-of-use” and 
was developed in compliance with the latest HF regulations. 
In addition, even greater emphasis was placed on user-friend-
liness and suitability for life on the road.

Elegant and robust
It is clear from the very first glance at the RE3 that Electro-
Voice has focused very closely on the microphone's field of 
application: both the mic itself and the receiver feature a  
robust finish that makes them seem ideally suited to the harsh 
reality of the everyday life of touring artists. The RE3 handheld 
combines a rugged quality aluminium finish with a sleek de-
sign that fits perfectly in the hand. 

The system has an overall classic look that makes a great 
impression in almost any environment. The design has also 

received a revamp compa-
red to the RE2 version, 
however.

Flexibility is key
The RE3 series is not 

„just” a microphone set. Receivers and trans-
mitters are available in a total of ten pre- 
packaged sets designed for a variety of live 
performance and presentation applications. 

In addition to the handheld and headset ver-
sion there is also a bodypack available that 
works as a wireless pickup for instruments like 
guitars and basses. 

All sets include a 1/2-rack space Diversity re-
ceiver with aerials, 
universal power supply, 
rackmount kit, transmitter,  
batteries and an input device. 

The system is made even more 
flexible with an extensive range 
of accessories included. These 
accessories even allow you to 
build large, multi-channel  
systems. 

HOW WIRELESS 
MICROPHONES WORK

In essence, wireless microphones work like any conventional radio receiver you 
have around your own home: the transmitter emits the radio signal in the form of 
electromagnetic waves that are propagated throughout the room at the speed of 
light. The actual audio signals are then modulated on a high-frequency carrier 
wave. This modulated carrier wave, or HF signal, is then emitted by the transmitter 
as an electromagnetic wave. 

A receiver within range of the transmitter then converts these electromagnetic 
waves back into audio signals. Similarly to sound waves, the energy of the waves 
decreases with as the distance between the transmitter and receiver increases, so 
that you should keep the distance between the two as small as possible to ensure 
that the signal arrives at the receiver with a high field strength.  

This principle applies to all common wireless systems - not just for wireless hand-
held microphones, but also for the wireless bodypacks that are equally popular 
among musicians.

»Perfectly suitable for a life on the 
road.«

Accessories  
include a  
charging station

KNOWLEDGE
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The frequency scan on the RE3 receiver works flawlessly 
and is easy to use - the ideal frequency is detected quickly; 
multiple wireless systems can be operated with ease.

The microphone version offers five handheld system sets 
and a range of different microphone capsules: the dynamic 
ND76, ND86, ND96 and the RE420 and RE520 condenser 
versions. The capsules for the handheld transmitter are not 
included, but of course can be purchased separately. 

A total of five bodypack system sets for instrument and 
lavalier/head-worn microphone applications are available: 

The lavalier versions with OL3 and CL3 mics, a headset 
version comprising the HW3 mic, and the GC3 instrument 
cable version. In addition, Electro-Voice has a bodypack-only 
system.

Frequency raider and sound prodigy
Wireless RE3 microphone systems are also available for Euro-
pean countries and operate on the basis of different band-
widths. 
For example, bands in the 600 MHz and 800 MHz range are 
available for use here in Germany. The five detachable micro-
phone capsules bring the familiar, much-loved sound of the 
ND series and the new RE420 and RE520 microphones to 
any portable wireless system. 

To minimize the complexity of today's demanding HF envi-
ronments, operating channels include the most common  
frequency bands, 5L, 5H, 6M and the free 8M.

Durability
The battery life proved particularly impressive during our  
extensive testing: the system is very energy-efficient and there 
is no need to constantly recharge or replace the battery. 

A charging station is also available on option - a handy 
feature that also protects the environment.

Dynamic Sound Pattern
In terms of sound, the RE3 also convinces across the board. 
The RE420-8M microphone tested by us performed excel-
lently when it came to sound: the system's speech intelligibili-
ty is absolutely flawless on all tested capsules and the wire-
less sound is warm, direct and balanced and there is no inter-
fering noise or radio hum at any time. The transmission from 
transmitter to receiver is reliable and free from any interferen-
ces, nor was there any annoying drops or delays during our 
test. This is assured by the transmitter's built-in Diversity  
receiving technology, which minimises the likelihood of signal 
drop by providing two separate aerial positions that are indivi-

»The long-lasting battery life is a 
major plus.«

The receiver fits into any standard rack, taking up as 
little space as possible.

The CL3 clip-on microphone is ideal for 
TV or video applications
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TTECHNICAL DATA
›› Bandwidths	 36›MHz›tuned›bandwidths

›› Frequencies› 1440›selectable›frequencies

›› Groups› 8›with›up›to›22›frequency›coordinated›channels

›› Capsules› Electro-Voice›ND›and›RE›series

›› Power› ›Rechargeable›transmitter›and›battery›charging›station›
(optional)

›› Weight› Receiver:›500›g
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dually selected electronically according to signal strength and 
stability. In addition, the microphone head comprises the cap-
sule „ShockMount system”, consisting of a 4-point suspensi-
on combined with a aligned pneumatic pump. As a result, 
according to the manufacturer, noise is optimally reduced in 
order to avoid mechanical vibrations and any other noise in 
the mix. Indeed, the RE3 truly sets new standards in noise 
reduction.

Summary
The RE3 was developed for the highest sound and hardware 
requirements and fully meets these objectives in every res-
pect. The robust finish, the classic design, great sound and 
wireless transmission performance make the RE3 a worthy 
successor to the RE2 series. The attractive price also makes it 
a winner in terms of price/performance, so it is bound to find 
plenty of fans very quickly. 

The different versions also make the system a true  
„all-rounder” and ensure that the RE3 will be of interest not 
only to singers, but also to instrumentalists. The frequency 

Clearly laid out and functional: the rear side of the receiver 
with all important connections.



AT A GLANCE
›› ELECTRO-VOICE	RE3
›› Sales www.electrovoice.com

›› Price	(RRP)› Electro-Voice›RE3› › 550›-›892›EUR

›› Rating
▲▲ Robust›finish
▲▲ Balanced›sound
▲▲ Low›power›consumption

bandwidth also ensures that multiple devices can be used 
simultaneously without any problem. The available accesso-
ries play their part in making the Electro-Voice RE3 one of 
the most flexible wireless systems currently on the market.

 ▲ Dominik Sauter

he clip transmitters make it possible to use the system for 
musical instruments
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Einfach los  
singen!

Stelle Deine Übungseinheiten mit dem 
einzigartigen Modul-System immer 
wieder nach Bedarf, Können und An-
spruch neu zusammen. So kommt  
garantiert keine Langeweile auf! 
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 Jetzt gleich bestellen 

www.ppvmedien.de
+49 8131 565568 
bestellung@ppvmedien.de




